Abstract. This paper discusses a data-driven approach to transforming different graphic texts of Mongolian. Using the proposed approach, it is possible to transcribe or translate texts between similar languages such as Mongolian graphic texts used in different regions and countries, as well as the Altaic family languages like Uygur Turkic and Kazakh. The approach has been implemented based on DP (dynamic programming) matching supported by the knowledge-based sequence matching, referred to a multilingual dictionary and a data-driven approach of the target language corpus. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves 86.4% transformation accuracy (in F-measure) for the NM (Cyrillic) to the TM (Traditional Mongolian) mainly used in the inner Mongolia, and 91.1% NM to Todo, which is mainly used in Xinjiang areas in China.
Introduction
Mongolian people may have difficulties to communicate with each other due to the various texts and dialects used in different areas and countries nowadays [1] .
Mongolian belongs to Altaic language family, and it is an agglutinative language. Some examples of the texts printing by different versions are shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , (a) TM (written by the traditional Mongolian scripts, found at the 13th century) is now used mainly in the area of the inner Mongolia; (b) Todo (written by Todo scripts, found at the 17th century) is now used mainly in the Xinjiang area in China; (c) Cyrillic (writing by Cyrillic alphabet, found at the beginning of 20th century ), is used in Mongolia and other areas such as Kalmyk and Buryat in Russia today. Figure 2 shows the distribution and population of spoken Mongolian.
For the modern communication via the internet, a transformation system among different Mongolian variations is an urgent need. An example of the sentence alignment by words of TM,Todo and NM is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The structure is similar to English with a different SOV grammar, the order of subject, predicate, object and A phrase transformation pair of TM and Cyrillic is shown in Fig. 4 . Similarly, we observe that a word, in either TODO or Cyrillic, corresponds to two or more words of TM, and there is a clear difference in the word formation. This implies that it is rather difficult to transcribe multiple texts by a script unit or word unit or a Unicode showed in Fig. 5 .
In Todo and Cyrilli, an entry generally consists of two or three parts: named root (Mongol), inflection suffix and affix (oor), and make up a word "Mongoloor". Figure 2 .
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the phrase (NP) by TM and Cyrillic Figure 5 . Unicode layout by Mongolian system The case particle and suffix, also called function words, are usually attached with the root word (item) in Cyrillic and Todo, but they are separated from the root words in TM. This structure is just like Japanese and English. However, it is free in a case of Todo (as shown in Fig. 4 ).
To create word to word alignments and transformation by mutual ways, some rule based and statistical processing, such as segmentation of the suffixes and syntactic analysis of root word in the case of NM and Todo, are used for Mongolian and other language processing [2] . Currently, researches related to the Mongolian languages and the technical processing among their transformations or translations are rare.
A recent study proposed to using fundamental linguistic rules and a character processing unit for converting Cyrillic to TM texts and vice versa [3] . Although satisfactory conversion results have been reported, the authors also pointed that it was rather difficult to use their approach when the source languages were different and when out-of-rule words occurred frequently.
Another recent study reports a transformation method between two scripts based on the linguistic rules [4] . However, it has been reported that the method has limited capability to transform other texts, such as TM. Additionally, the method cannot be used in the case of unlisted words in a limited corpus.
In this paper, we report a novel data-driven based approach using a target language corpus with DP, which achieves efficient and effective transformation performance.
Approach

A. System Overview
The block diagram in Fig. 6 shows the main components of our system, which converts the NM text (source language) to others (target language) in a word by word manner. The main process of this system uses the following three steps:
• step-1: The entries in NM (e.g, Mongol, ajilaasu and bolj in Fig 6) are searched with Dict.MED. If they are found in Dict.MED, a pair is then formed. For example, an entry, "Mongol" was transcribed to "mongol" in the target language.
• step-2: If an entry cannot be found in Dict.MED, the entry is checked whether it is an item appended with a suffix according to the common suffix list (as shown in Table 1 ). Here, we set 90 commonly used suffixes for NM). If so, the entry is segmented into two parts of root and suffix. Finally, DP matching is performed (described in 2.2) between the root and the entries in Dict.MED. If a better match is found, the corresponding pairs of both root and suffix from Dict.MED is produced. An example "mongoloor" is turned into "mongol" and "oor" and to "mongol yer" shown in Fig. 6 . 
COMMONLY USED SUFFIXES FOR NM
• step-3: If step-2 fails, the entry is first converted by a character unit by referring to a Bilingual phoneme set. DP matching is then conducted between the converted entries to the target language corpus (TLC). The closest possible match is produced.
B. Dynamic Programming (DP) Matching DP, also known as dynamic time warping (DTW), was introduced for non-linear time alignment of two continuing patterns. DP can effectively minimize errors that occur during the time alignment of the two patterns. Compared with conventional methods of matching two sequences such as edit distance (ED) and longest common subsequence (LCS), DP is more effective because in DP, a character can correspond to more than one character during the matching, and it is more timeefficient than LCS [5, 6] .
Consider two strings A and B with arbitrary length, say, n and m respectively in equation (1) . = can be expressed by equation (3) .
Now, if, for example, there are q candidate words to be selected, and the minimized overall distance is given by
; then the word will finally be selected by equation (4) .
(4) Notably, the implementation of equation (3) runs in O(n,m) time. Fig. 7 shows an example of DP process for an entry "bolj" described above. In Fig. 7 , Two candidates, (t1) and (t2), are given, and the best performance was (t2) for its giving lower overall distance min (n,m) = 0.111. Performances by DP matching for entry "bolj"
Experiments and Results
(1) Data: A parallel corpus of 50,000 sentences was created by referring to a teaching book [7, 8] for tests of the NM segmentation and conversion from NM to TM and to Todo, respectively.
(2) Pre-processing: 1) The NM text was first converted into Latin text using a global alphabet set. 2) In many cases, the first character of an NM is written in uppercase. Thus, the initial capital of NM was replaced by a lowercase character.
(3) Test: First, the system picks out a number of entries, which may be appended suffixes, and they are segmented based on the common suffix list (CSL). In this test, the manual comparison accuracy was 37.6%. Next, the entries are searched with Dict.MED (D) and TLC. Finally, a better DP matching result between the entries and TLC, and suffixes are produced.
F-measure expressed by equation (5) was used for test evaluation, and results were listed in Table 2 . As can be seen from Table 2 , although the performances of the proposed method slightly underperformed the previous methods (91.9% for "NM to TM" and 94.3% for "NM to Todo"), the calculation complexity is much lower than the previous method. demonstration by proposed method Text to Todo by character of alignment words. Meanwhile, Fig. 9 shows that the proposed method gives a better performance than that used in the Fig. 8 and several previous methods [9, 10] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed a novel approach that converts variations of Mongolian languages. The proposed approach was implemented based on DP matching, synthesized TLC and a Dict.MED. For the segmentation and conversion of NM to TM and Todo texts, we obtained mean F-measures of 88.9% and 91.3%, respectively. Although the results show 3% and 2.2% absolute F-measure reductions comparing to the previous method, the proposed system effectively reduces the searching process on the complexity linguistic rule bank.
The Mongolian languages have complex variations in terms of scripts and dialects. There are many problems relating to standardization and natural language processing, which must be overcome. We will further explore that direction in the future.
